The modified theories of noncommutative quantum mechanics have engrossed much attention in the last decade, especially its application to the fundamental three equations: Schrödinger, Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations. In this contextual exploration, we further investigate for modified quadratic Yukawa potential plus Mie-type potential (MIQYM) in the framework of modified nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation (MSE) using generalization of Bopp's shift method and standard perturbation theory instead of using directly the generalized Moyal-Weyl product method, we obtained modified energy eigenvalues and corresponding modified anisotropic Hamiltonian operator in both three dimensional noncommutative space and phase (NC-3D: RSP) symmetries.
INTRODUCTION
The exact analytic solutions of an arbitrary, or multidimensional, nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation and relativistic Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations has been the principal area of research interest in the field of quantum mechanics, many authors have used different methods like asymptotic iteration method, improved AIM, Laplace integral transform, factorization method, proper quantization rule and exact quantization rule, Nikiforov-Uvarov method , supersymmetry quantum mechanics in two, three and D-dimensional spaces to study the central and non central potentials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The algebraic physical structure of ordinary quantum mechanics based on the following fundamental three canonical commutations relations (CCRs), which plays as fundamental postulates of quantum mechanics,   
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Here H denote to the Hermitian Hamiltonian operators on a Hilbert space of physical states, by differentiating eq. (3), we find the Heisenberg equation of motions:
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Recently, theoretical physicists have shown a great deal of interest in solving two and three-dimensional nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation and relativistic Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations for various spherically symmetric potentials in the case of new structure of quantum mechanics namely noncommutative quantum mechanics, which know firstly by H. Snyder [6] , to obtain an profound physical interpretations in the microscopic scales. In this recently work we attempt to investigate the problem of the generalized (IQYM) potential within the framework of the (MSE) in (NC-3D: RSP) symmetries with the interaction of modified Yukawa potential and modified Mie-type potential using both Bopp's shift method and standard perturbation theory methods:
On based to the work of the author B.I. Ita [9] to the case of the noncommutative space and space phase in addition to the our previously works [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . It is worth to mentioning that the (CCRs) will be changes in noncommutative three dimensional spaces and phases to the new canonical commutations relations (NCCRs), in both Schrödinger (SP) and Heisenberg (HP) pictures, as follows [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] :
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Which are satisfying the new Heisenberg motion equations [11] [12] :
and ,
The formalism of star product, Bopp's shift method and the Seiberg-Witten map were played crucial roles in this new theory. The Bopp's shift method will be apply in this paper instead of solving the Schrödinger equation in (NC-3D:RSP) with star product, the Schrö-dinger equation will be treated by using directly the two new commutators, in addition to usual commutator on quantum mechanics, in the both Schrödinger and Heisenberg representations [12] [13] [14] : 
So the purpose of this present work is to study the (IQYM) potential in noncommutative three dimensional spaces and phase to generate accurate energy spectrum in this new symmetries, which plays an important role in many fields of physics such as molecular physics, solid state and chemical physics [8] [9] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section we briefly review the basic of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for: (IQYM) potential in ordinary three dimensional spaces. In section 3, we give a brief review of Bopp's shift method and then, we derive the spinorbital noncommutative Hamiltonians for (MIQYM) potential in (NC-3D: RSP) symmetries, we find the exact spectrum produced by noncommutative spin-orbital 
THE (IQYM) POTENTIALS IN ORDINARY THREE DIMENSIONAL SPACES
A First we give a briefly review of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for ordinary (IQYM) potential   iqym Vr , on based to the principal reference [5] :
Where r represent inter nuclear distance, the potential parameters 
Where iqym E represent the ordinary energy in ordinary three dimensional spaces and  is the rest mass of the 
here ( 1) 
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NONCOMMUTATIVE THREE DIMENSIONAL PHASE-SPACES (NC-3D: RSP) HAMILTONI-AN FOR (MIQYM) POTENTIAL

Formalism of Bopp's Shift Method
In this formulation we may now proceed to present the fundamental bases of (MSE) in (NC-3D: RSP) on based to essentially our previously works [15] [16] [17] , to achieve this goal, we apply the important 4-steps on the ordinary 
The Bopp's shift method allows finding the reduced above (MSE) without generalized Moyal-Weyl product as:
Where the modified Hamiltonian 
On based to our references [15] [16] [17] 
It is obvious that the above operator is proportional with two infinitesimals parameters  and  , which allows us to considering as a perturbative terms.
The Spin-orbital Noncommutative Hamiltonian for (MIQYM) Potential in (NC-3D: RSP)
In order to discover the new contribution of the per- The aim of this subsection is to obtain the modifications to the energy levels for 
To obtain the modifications to the energy levels for th n excited states we apply the following special integration [26]: we can discover a second symmetry produced by the effect and influence of the noncommutativity of space-phase by modified Zeeman Effect for (MIQYM) potential, to found this physical symmetry we apply the same strategy in our previously works as follows:
and BB
The two parameters  and  are just only infinitesimal real proportional's constants and B is a uniform external magnetic field, we orient it to   Oz axis and then we can make the following two translations for (MIQYM) potential:
